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For Maximum Views of “Wow” and “Now” San Francisco
Proper’s rooftop terrace showcases California’s indoor/outdoor lifestyle  

with a social playground of open decks, bars and lounges,  
fire pits and fireplaces, all crowned by an original cornice of palmette leaves.



Elevator doors open directly inside Charmaine’s, an artfully designed 
bar and lounge where glass doors offer cozy respite for chilly  
days but fold open for dramatic indoor/outdoor vibes. While the 
main event is inarguably the panoramic bay and city view, the space 

is large enough to house a black-tie fundraiser, standing engagement party,  
or casual cocktail function with ample space for servers to weave through 
the crowd proffering well-crafted highballs and seasonal bites in hand. 

Charmaine’s interior is divided into two main entertaining areas: a chic 
bar area, and a living-room area, available for partial buyout with the  

“point” of the building. Dotted with conversation-friendly fire pits, heaters, 
and sculptural cocktail tables, an outdoor rooftop deck runs along  
the length of the structure and culminates at this photogenic lookout. highlights

Ideal for conference kick-offs, fundraisers, fashion 
previews, release parties, post-parties, cocktail parties, 
engagement parties and more.

Accordion glass doors for a true indoor/outdoor experience 

Broad, sweeping city and bay views

Partial and full buyouts available

Fully customized menus by Culinary Director  
and Executive Chef Jason Franey 

Fully customized cocktail menus by BVHospitality 

Direct elevator access 

culinary integration

Always with an eye on quality and creativity, of-the-moment 
catering options are customized for each client by the 
James Beard award-nominated team of Culinary Director 
and Executive Chef Jason Franey (Campton Place, Eleven 
Madison Park, Canlis, Restaurant 1833) and BVHospitality 
(Bon Vivants, Trick Dog). 
 
we are proper partners
Known for its fine attention to detail and aesthetic, our 
events team will conceptualize and plan, coordinate and 
execute one-of-a-kind events so you don’t have to handle 
the hassle. We anticipate, troubleshoot and encourage 
conversation to realize your most inspired, pie-in-the-sky 
ideas. Our creative masterminds are access points to an 
expert network of collaborators and in-the-know friends. 
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space

full rooftop

partial rooftop

reception

200

100

capacities


